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the ACCA software solution for scaffold design. Danny DeKeyser: Detroit Lions
defensive coordinator says he sees No. 4 overall pick in Texas A&M linebacker John
Houston as well as eventual replacement for Clay Matthews. Jason Cole | USA
TODAY Sports TAMPA — The Detroit Lions likely will draft three defensive players,
and the possibilities for the team next season include drafting two safeties and one
linebacker from a pair of elite programs at the top of their respective draft classes.
The Lions are believed to have had an interest in Texas A&M outside linebacker Von
Miller in 2011 and will continue to be closely watched in the market for a
replacement for departed free-agent linebacker Clay Matthews in 2014. Clay
Matthews Sr. said Monday that the Lions are interested in John Houston, the
country's top player at Texas A&M's linebacker position. Matthews said one of the
reasons he chose Detroit over other teams who had interest in him last year is
because of what he calls a "reputation of being a solid team." Matthews, who
graduated from the University of Texas in 2010, said Detroit Lions defensive
coordinator Teryl Austin has been "extremely impressed" with Houston as well as
Alabama inside linebacker Dont'a Hightower, who is generally considered a top-five
prospect. "The linebackers are gonna be an interesting area as the draft gets
closer," Matthews said. "I really feel like the linebackers, everyone is gonna have a
different view on them as far as who goes early, who goes high and who goes low.
But the Lions definitely have a solid group of linebackers." DeKeyser: Detroit Lions
have 'high interest' in first-round LSU cornerback RELATED: • Full coverage of NFL
draft at DetroitLions.com • NFL mock draft: First round is best for Lions
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